Cloud Services
Articles pertaining to our additional cloud services. These cloud services require a MyHS account. For more information on
MyHS, see the MyHS section of our docs.

Frequently asked questions
How do I sign up for MyHS?
How do I add Premium features to MyHS?
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Alexa Smart Home Skill Integration
This integration allows HomeSeer users to control their devices and
device features with simple commands using Amazon's Smart Home
skill API. This implementation supports ON, OFF, DIM and
THERMOSTAT devices for direct control and users can create Routines
to control other devices with custom phrases. Users who wish to also
launch events or control other devices should consider enabling our Hom
e Automation Skill as well.

Alexa Home Automation Skill Integration
This integration uses a custom skill that allows HomeSeer users to
control all of their devices, features and events. The voice syntax is a
bit more complex than it is with our SmartHome skill but it provides more
complete control of systems.

Google Home Integration
This integration allows HomeSeer users to control their devices and
device features with simple commands using Google Home powered
devices. This implementation supports ON, OFF, DIM and
THERMOSTAT devices. This information will allow you to control your
HS4 devices via voice and manually via the Google Home app.

Using Alexa with Multiple HS Systems
Information on using Alexa with multiple HS3 or HS4 systems via MyHS.

Troubleshooting Google Home & Amazon Alexa
There are certain things that can cause a snag in setting up the link
between your HS4 system and home assistants like Google Home and
Amazon Alexa. The steps below should get you up and running, but feel
free to reach out to support if it still isn't working.

Need more help?
Get support by creating a ticket here
Community Support
Click here for more info
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